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INGREDIENTS

Yield: 4 servings

6 heaping cups cold leftover
rice (white or brown)

PREPARATION

Step 1

Place a sheet pan on the middle oven rack and heat

to 450 degrees.

Step 2

While making fried rice the traditional way isn’t

hard, this sheet-pan version is an excellent

alternative method: It uses the oven for the

heavy lifting and produces the perfect amount of

crisping. Fried rice is the ultimate adaptable

dish, and here, frozen mixed vegetables — that

bag of corn, carrots, peas and beans that home

cooks should always keep in the freezer — create

a colorful canvas for an XO-inspired vegan

mushroom sauce that infuses the dish with

umami. The sauce is a wonderful condiment in

itself, so make a double batch to keep in the

fridge for slathering over noodles or roasted

vegetables. You could use mushrooms other than

cremini for the sauce; fresh or dried shiitake

work incredibly well. Add more eggs if you wish,

too.

Learn: How to Make Rice

Save

https://cooking.nytimes.com/search?q=Hetty+McKinnon&action=click&module=byline&region=recipe%20page
https://cooking.nytimes.com/recipes/1022892-sheet-pan-fried-rice-with-vegan-xo-sauce#notes_section
https://cooking.nytimes.com/guides/49


1 teaspoon kosher salt
(Diamond Crystal), plus
more to taste

3 tablespoons soy sauce

2 tablespoons sesame oil

1 onion, finely diced

½ cup neutral oil, such as
grapeseed or canola, plus
more for drizzling

6 ounces cremini
mushrooms, finely
chopped

2 garlic cloves, peeled and
finely chopped

1 (1-inch) piece ginger,
finely chopped

1 tablespoon dark soy
sauce

¾
to
1

teaspoon red-pepper
flakes, to taste

1 (16-ounce) bag frozen
mixed vegetables (do not
thaw)

4
to
6

eggs

2 scallions, thinly sliced

Add to Your Grocery List

Ingredient Substitution
Guide

In a large bowl, combine the rice with salt, 2

tablespoons soy sauce, sesame oil and half of the

diced onion. Toss to combine well. Remove the

sheet pan from the oven, and spread the rice out

evenly. Bake for 15 minutes.

Step 3
Meanwhile, make the sauce: In a medium saucepan

on medium-high heat, add 1 to 2 tablespoons

neutral oil and the remaining diced onion. Cook for

1 to 2 minutes until the onions start to soften, then

reduce heat to medium and cook for 2 minutes

more until translucent. Add the remaining 6 to 7

tablespoons neutral oil, along with the mushrooms,

garlic, ginger, remaining 1 tablespoon soy sauce,

dark soy sauce and red-pepper flakes. Reduce heat

to medium-low and cook for 10 to 12 minutes, until

the mushrooms are completely soft. If the oil

bubbles too much, reduce the heat to low.

Step 4

After 15 minutes, remove the sheet pan from the

oven, add the frozen mixed vegetables and toss

with the rice to evenly distribute. Make 4 to 6

divots in the rice (depending on how many eggs you

are using), drizzle a tiny bit of neutral oil into each

divot to prevent sticking, and break an egg into

each. Return to the oven for 6 to 10 minutes until

the whites are set but the yolks are still runny.

Step 5
To serve, spoon some of the sauce over the rice and

top with scallions. If the rice needs more seasoning,

add more sauce or season with salt.

Similar Recipes

Nutritional Information

https://cooking.nytimes.com/guides/79-substitutions-for-cooking
https://cooking.nytimes.com/recipes/1019222-brown-butter-chocolate-oatmeal?surface=cooking-carousel&fellback=false&req_id=657896714&algo=cooking_vanilla&variant=holdout_cooking-carousel&imp_id=14117540
https://cooking.nytimes.com/recipes/1020231-curried-rice?surface=cooking-carousel&fellback=false&req_id=657896714&algo=cooking_vanilla&variant=holdout_cooking-carousel&imp_id=215942300
https://cooking.nytimes.com/recipes/1020724-spiced-irish-oatmeal-with-cream-and-crunchy-sugar?surface=cooking-carousel&fellback=false&req_id=657896714&algo=cooking_vanilla&variant=holdout_cooking-carousel&imp_id=12768437
https://cooking.nytimes.com/recipes/1020250-sheveed-polo-dill-rice?surface=cooking-carousel&fellback=false&req_id=657896714&algo=cooking_vanilla&variant=holdout_cooking-carousel&imp_id=385152127

